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Termo Projects - Rubiales, Llanos, 
Petróleo, Proyectos, Servicios & EBR

Meta, Colombia

Power Generation

HFO

22 MW

Despite a time crunch and a pandemic, SoEnergy's knowledge and expertise 
helped provide a complete overhaul of an HFO power plant at the most important 
oilfield in Rubiales, Colombia.

Termo needed its EBR power plant available for rent to Ecopetrol in 
order to support HFO power generation for Ecopetrol's pumping 
field located in Rubiales, which has an average crude production of 
107 KBPDC, and to supply electrical energy for the nation's 
reliability charge system.
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Making matters even more 
difficult, the bid request went out 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.�

However, the three antiquated engines located in the power plant 
required an overhaul as soon as possible. Making matters even 
more difficult, the bid request went out during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Thus they had to conduct this major overhaul using the 
highest-quality safety standards to protect the health of everyone 
involved in the development of this project (client, contractors and 
overhaul team). 

SoEnergy achieved the bid tender for the first engine.



Given its high technical knowledge and the availability of all 
engine parts in the field, SoEnergy supplied the complete solution 
to perform the HFO power plant engine overhaul. First, SoEnergy 
developed a bank test to find the suitable calibration (curve 
flow-rpm, opening rack) for the injection pumps.

Second, with the calibration in hand, SoEnergy's engineering 
team machined the first engine block on site to restore it to 
proper operating conditions. At all stages of the work, SoEnergy's 
QHSE department applied all COVID-19 hygiene and safety 
protocols and continuous support to the team.

At all stages of the work, 
SoEnergy's QHSE department 
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SoEnergy fulfilled the contract requirements and the client expressed satisfaction with the work done. The engine is now operating under 
standard conditions.

At the closing meeting, ODL recognized SoEnergy's knowledge and technical support, the high quality of the work done and the recovery of 
lost time at the beginning of the project.

For too many operations, remote locations have made reliable, cost-effective power a pipe 
dream. No matter your fuel type or logistical challenges, SoEnergy is up to the challenge. 
Contact us today to discuss your operations and explore our customized, CapEx-free solutions.


